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Abstract. The set of all ideals of the form Lxx ∈,]( * are known as annulets of.L  These 
have been studied extensively by Cornish in [4, 5] for distributive lattices. In this paper 
we have studied the topic only for o-distributive lattices.  
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1. Introduction  
Varlet [8] has given the definition of a 0-distributive lattice to generalize the notion of 
pseudo complemented lattices. According to [8], a lattice L  with 0 is called a 0-
distributive lattice if for all Lcba ∈,,  with caba ∧==∧ 0  imply .0)( =∨∧ cba  

In other words, a  lattice L  with 0 is 0-distributive if and only if for each La ∈ , the set 
of elements disjoint to a  is an ideal of  L . Of course, every distributive lattice with 0 is 
0-distributive. Also every pseudo complemented lattice is 0-distributive. In fact, in a 
pseudo complemented lattice L , the set of all elements disjoint to La ∈ , is a principal 

ideal ].( *a  Many authors including Balasubramani and Venkatanarasimhan [2], Jayaram 
[6] and Pawer and Thakare [7] studied the 0-distributive and 0-modular properties in 
different context and has included several characterizations to study a large class of non-
distributive lattices with 0. Moreover, [9,10] studied on 0-distributive property for near 
lattices. Annulets in distributive lattices have been first studied by Cornish in [4, 5]. Then 
[1] extended the concept for Near lattices. In this paper our intension is study the annulets 
for a distributive lattice.  
            We know that if L  is a 0-distributive lattice, then )(LI  is pseudo complemented. 

The set of all ideals of the form *](x ; Lx ∈  are called the annulets of L .  

For an ideal J  of a lattice L  we define * { : 0 }J x L x j for all j J= ∈ ∧ = ∈ . 

This is of course an ideal of L  if L  is 0-distributive and it is called the annihilator ideal. 

In fact when L  is 0-distributive *J  is the pseudo complement of J  in ).(LI  Any ideal 

I  is called an annihilator ideal if .**II =  We denote the set of annihilator ideal of L  by 
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).(LA  This can be made into a Boolean Algebra with smallest element (0], largest 

element L , set theoretical intersection as the infimum and the map *JJ →  as 
complementation. The supremum of J  and K  in )(LA  is given by 

.)( *** KJKJ ∩=∨  This is no more than De-morgan’s law. 

Call an ideal of the form ,,]( * Lxx ∈  an annulet. Each annulet is an annihilator 

ideal and hence for two annulets *](x  and ,]( *y  their supremum in )(LA  is  

.]()](()](]((](]( *********** yxyxyxyx ∧=∧=∩=∨     Also their infimum in )(LA  

is .](](]( *** yxyx ∨=∩  The set of annulets is denoted by ).(0 LA   

 
For a distributive lattice L , we know that )(LI  is pseudo complemented. So throughout 

the paper we always consider L  as a 0-distributive lattice.  
 
2. Annulets in a lattice  
In this paper we have given several characterizations of Annulets for a  0-distributive 
lattice. We start the paper with following proposition: 
 
Proposition 2.1.  Let L  be a 0-distributive lattice. Then ),);(( 0 ∨∩LA  is a lattice  and 

a sublattice of the Boolean Algebra )],0(*,,,);(( LLA ∨∩  of Annihilator ideals of L . 

)(0 LA  has a smallest element if and only if L  possesses an element Ld ∈  such that 

].0(]( * =d  

Proof: We have already shown that )(0 LA  is a sublattice of ).(LA  If there is an element 

Ld ∈  such that ].0(]( * =d  Then clearly ]0(  is the smallest element in ).(0 LA   

Conversely, if there is an element Ld ∈  such that *](d  is the smallest element 

then for any .](](](](, **** dxdxxLx ∧=∨=∈  Thus 0=∧ dx  implies 

,]0(]( ** Lx ==  so that 0=x  and hence ].0(]( * =d  ∎ 
 

In a P -algebra )1,0,*,,;( ∨∧L  for all Lba ∈, , ***)( baba ∧=∨  always 

holds, but the other De-Morgan identity ***)( baba ∨=∧  may not hold in general. 

Chandrani in [3] has called a P -algebra as a DM -algebra if ***)( baba ∨=∧  for all 

Lba ∈, . A lattice L  with 0 is called a generalized DM -algebra if for each ,, Lyx ∈  

.](](]( *** yxyx ∧=∨   
 
Proposition 2.2. A lattice L  with 0 is generalized DM -lattice if and only if )(0 LA  is a 

sublattice of the lattice of ).(LI        

Proof: )(0 LA  is a sublattice of )(LI  if and only if for any ,, Lyx ∈  *** ](](]( zyx =∨  

for some .Lz ∈  Since  *** ](](]( zyx =∨  implies ******** ](](](]( yxyxz ∧=∩= , so 
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that **** ](](](]( yxyxz ∨=∧=  in )(0 LA , we see that )(0 LA  is a sublattice of )(LI  

if and only if *** ](](]( yxyx ∧=∨ for each ., Lyx ∈  By the definition of DM-algebra, 

this is equivalent to ,L  being a DM-algebra.  ∎ 

A lattice L  with 0 is called Disjunctive if for any baLba <∈ ,,  implies 

0=∧ ca  and  bc <  for some .0 c≠  However, it is easy to see that a lattice L  with 0 

is disjunctive if and only if   ** ](]( ba =  implies ba =  for  any ., Lba ∈  We thus have 
the following corollary:  
               
Corollary 2.3.  A disjunctive lattice L  with generalized De-Morgan property is dual 
isomorphic to its lattice of annulets. Hence L  has a largest element if and only if there is 

an element Ld ∈  such that ].0(]( * =d  ∎ 

A lattice L  with 0 is called a quasi-complemented lattice if for each ,Lx ∈  there 

exists Ly ∈  such that 0=∧ yx  and ].0(](](])(](( *** =∩=∨ yxyx  

A 0-distributive lattice L  is called quasi-complemented if for each ,Lx ∈  there 

exists Lx ∈′  such that 0=′∧ xx  and ].0(])(](( * =′∨ xx  

A lattice L  with 0 is called sectionally quasi-complemented if each interval 
],,0[ x  Lx ∈  is quasi-complemented. 

 
Theorem 2.4.  A 0-distributive lattice L  is quasi-complemented if and only if for each 

,Lx ∈  there exists Ly ∈  such that .](]( *** yx =  

Proof: Let L  be a quasi-complemented. Suppose ,Lx ∈  there exists Ly ∈  such that 

0=∧ yx  and ].0(](]( ** =∩ yx  This implies .](]( *** xy ⊆  

Again, 0=∧ yx  implies ],0(](]( =∩ yx  so .](]( *yx ⊆  Therefore, 
****** ](](]( yyx =⊆  and hence .](]( *** yx =  

Conversely, let Lx ∈  implies *** ](]( yx =   for some Ly ∈ . Then 
*** ](]( yxx =∈  implies 0=∧ yx . Also *** ](]( yx =  implies  

],0(](](](]( ***** =∩=∩ xxyx  and so  L  is quasi complemented.    ∎ 
 
Theorem 2.5. Let L  be a 0-distributive lattice. Then L  is quasi-complemented if and 
only if it is sectionally quasi-complemented and possesses an element d  such that 

].0(]( * =d  

Proof: Suppose L  is quasi-complemented. Then there exists an element d  such that 

00 =∧ d  and ].0(])(]0((]( ** =∨= dd  We now show that an arbitrary interval ],0[ x  

is quasi-complemented. Let ].,0[ xy ∈  Then there exists Ly ∈′  such that 0=′∧ yy  

and ].0(])(](( * =′∨ yy  Put .yxz ′∧=  Then  0)()( =′∧∧=∧′∧=∧ yyxyyxyz  

and ].,0[ xz ∈  If ],0[ xw ∈  and ],0(])(]((]( =∨∧ zyw   
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then ].(](](]0(]( ywyxwzwyw ′∧=′∧∧=∧==∧  Thus ]0(])(]((]( =′∨∧ yyw  

as L  is 0-distributive and so )(LI  is 0-distributive. Hence ,0=w  and so ],0[ x  is quasi-
complemented. 

Conversely, suppose L  is sectionally quasi-complemented and there exists an 

element Ld ∈  with ].0(]( * =d  Let Lx ∈  and consider the interval ],0[ d . Then 

].,0[ ddx ∈∧   

Since L  is sectionally quasi-complemented, so there exists an element 
],0[ dx ∈′  with 0=′∧∧ xdx  and { [0, ] | (( ) 0} (0].y d y x d x′∈ ∧ ∧ ∨ = =  Now let 

.])(](( *xxz ′∨∈  Then 0=∧ rx  for all ].(]( xxr ′∨∈   

Since ],(]()( xxxdx ′∨∈′∨∧  so .0))(( =′∨∧∧ xdxz  Thus 

0))(( =′∨∧∧∧ xdxdz  and ],0[ ddz ∈∧ ; 

so 0=∧ dz . This implies ].0(]( * =∈ dz  Hence 0=z  and 0=′∧∧ xdx  implies 

.0=′∧ xx  Therefore L  is quasi-complemented.   ∎ 
 
Theorem 2.6. A 0-distributive lattice is quasi-complemented if and only if )(0 LA  is a 

Boolean subalgebra of )(LA .     

Proof: Suppose L  is quasi-complemented. Then by Theorem 2.5, L  has an element d 

such that ].0(]( * =d  Then by proposition 2.1, )(0 LA  has a smallest element and so it is 

a sublattice of ).(LA  Moreover, for each Lx ∈  there exists Lx ∈′  such that 0=′∧ xx  

and ].0(](]( ** =′∩ xx  Then .]0(](](]( **** Lxxxx ==′∧=′∨  Therefore )(0 LA  is a 

Boolean subalgebra of ).(LA  

Conversely, if )(0 LA  is a Boolean subalgebra of ),(LA  then for any Lx ∈  

there exists Ly ∈  such that ]0(](]( ** =∩ yx  and .](]( ** Lyx =∨  But 
*** ](](]( yxyx ∧=∨  and .0=∧ yx  Therefore, L  is quasi-complemented.   ∎ 

 
Let us introduce the following lemma, whose proof is trivial.  
 
Lemma 2.7. Let xxI <= 0],,0[  be an interval in a 0-distributive lattice. For  

, ( ] { | 0}a I a y I y a+∈ = ∈ ∧ =  is the annihilator of ](a  with respect to .I  Then 

(i) If Iba ∈,  and ++ ⊆ ](]( ba  then ** ](]( ba ⊆  

(ii)  If .](](, * +∧=∩∈ xwIwLw    ∎ 
 
The above lemma is useful to prove the generalization of the proposition 2.5 in [5] by 
Cornish. Let xxI <= 0],,0[  be an interval in a distributive lattice with 0. For 

, ( ] { | 0}a I a y I y a+∈ = ∈ ∧ =  is the annihilator of  ](a  with respect to .I  Then  

(i) If Iba ∈,  and ++ ⊆ ](]( ba  then ** ](]( ba ⊆  

(ii)  If .](](, * +∧=∩∈ xwIwLw  
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Theorem 2.8. For a 0-distributive lattice )(, 0 LAL  is relatively complemented if and 

only if L  is sectionally quasi-complemented. 
Proof: Suppose )(0 LA  is relatively complemented. Consider the interval ],0[ xI =  and 

let Ia ∈ ; then .]0(](]( *** Lax =⊆⊆  Since ],][( * Lx  is complemented in )(0 LA , 

there exists Lw ∈  such that *** ](](]( xwa =∩  and .](]( ** Lwa =∨  Then 
*** ](](]( wawa ∧=∨  gives 0=∧ wa . Then 0=∧∧ xwa  and .Ixw ∈∧  

Moreover, intersecting *** ](](]( xwa =∩  with ](x  and using the Lemma 2.7, we have 

]0(](]( =∧∩ ++ xwa .   
This shows that I is quasi-complemented.  

Conversely, suppose L  is sectionally quasi-complemented. Since )(0 LA  is 0-

distributive, it suffices to prove that the interval ],][( * La  is complemented for each 

.La ∈  Let ].,][(]( ** Lab ∈  Then ,](]( ** Lba ⊆⊆  so .](](](]( **** babab ∧=∨=  

Now consider the interval ],0[ aI =  in .L  Then .Iba ∈∧  Since I is quasi-

complemented, there exists Iw ∈  such that 0=∧∧ baw  and 

.](]0(](]( +++ ==∧∩ abaw  This implies .]()](( ++ =∧∨ abaw  Then 

=∧∨= ** )]((]( bawa .](](](]( **** bwbaw ∩=∧∩  also 0=∧∧ baw  we have 

,0=∧ bw  hence  .](]( ** Lbw =∨  Therefore, )(0 LA  is relatively complemented.  ∎ 

By Chandrani in [3], a P-algebra )1,0,*,,;( ∨∧L  is called a S -algebra if for each 

La ∈ , .1*** =∨ aa  Thus, a 0-distributive lattice L  is called a generalized S-lattice if 

for each ,Lx ∈  .*** Lxx =∨  By [2], every DM -algebra is an S -algebra but the 
converse need not be true. 
 
We conclude the paper with the following result: 
 
Proposition 2.9. The lattice of annulets of a lattice L with 0 is relatively complemented if 
and only if L is quasi-complemented.  
Proof: Suppose )(0 LA  is relatively complemented. We must show that ],0[ xI =  is a 

quasi-complemented lattice for each .0 Lx ∈<  Let Iba ∈,  and suppose 

.]0(](]( +++ =⊆⊆ Iba  From the lemma, .](]( ** Lba ⊆⊆  The interval ],][( * La  is 

complemented in )(0 LA  so that there is an element Lw ∈  such that *** ](](]( awb =∩  

and .](]( ** Lbw =∨  Then *** ](](]( wbwb ∧=∨  gives .0=∧ wb   

Then 0)( =∧∧ xwb  so ** ](](]( axwb =∧∨+  due to lemma 2.7. It follows that 

)(0 LA  is complemented and so by proposition 2.6, I  is quasi-complemented.     

Suppose L  is sectionally quasi-complemented.  To prove )(0 LA  is relatively 

complemented it suffices to prove that each interval ],][( * La  is complemented as )(0 LA  

is distributive (Proposition 2.1). Let )(],][(]( 0
** LALab ⊆∈  and consider the interval   
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],0[ baI ∨=  in L . Then IbIbIaa ⊆=∩⊆∩= ++ ](](](]( **  so there is an 

element Iw ∈  such that +++ =∩ ](](]( awb  and Ibw =∨ ++ ](](  as I is quasi-

complemented and so )(0 LA  is complemented by Proposition 2.7. Then 

.](](](]( ++++ =∩=∨ abwbw   ∎         
 
3. Conclusion  
Cornish [5] has studied Annulets and −α ideals in a distributive lattice.  In order to study 
these for non distributive lattices we studied to apply these results in 0-distributive lattice. 
Recently, Ayub and Podder have introduced the concept of n-distributive lattices where n 
is a central element. Of course the set of all principal n-ideals of a lattice is again a lattice 
when n is a central element. Therefore, our specific suggestion is one can extend the 
results of this paper for P ( ).n L   
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